Introduction
The biological systemst hat drive photosynthesis have been under vigorousr esearch in the recent years since it is considered to be the key process for the sustainability of life. Photosynthesis could simply be described as the conversion of sunlight to chemical energy where water is activated by sunlight to produce high-energyc hemicals. Although many enzymes with different functionalities are involved in this process, it is known to constitute three essential steps:( i) an antenna system for light harvesting;( ii)a donor-acceptor system for charge separation;a nd (iii)catalytic sites for water oxidation and water reduction.I nn atural photosynthesis, the water oxidation active sites are attached to protein chainsi naspecific configuration to release oxygen and protons in each catalytic cycle. [1] In this system, the sunlight is harvested by an "antenna" system that is made of molecular pigments (chlorophyll, carotenoids, phycobilins, and etc.). The main function of the antenna system is to transfer the absorbed energy to their respectiver eaction centers through at ransport layer (i.e.,t he donor-acceptor system). The acceptorp art is connected to the active sites of water oxidation, which are bonded to protein chains. In fact, four manganese atoms, which are surrounded by 2500 pigments, are required to produce oxygen from water. Therefore, the efficiency of natural photosynthesis is governed by the densities andp ortions of these pigments and catalytic sites. [2] Thec omplex nature of this process also implies that challenging processes such as light-driven water oxidation can be achieved with as et of well-designed materials, which are equippedt ohandle specific parts of the process.
The concept of photoelectrochemical water splitting (PEC-WS) has emerged simply as ar esult of an effort to mimic photosynthesis by coupling solar energy and electrochemical water splitting in as ingled evice. [3, 4] Although this approach provides ab ig step forward towards the conversion of solar energy to chemical energy by applying as mall to no external bias, the necessity of using ac ombination of materials,a si n the case of naturalp hotosynthesis, makest he designo fan ideal device rather challenging. [5] Nevertheless, the recently growingi nteresto nP EC systems led to more than 3,000 scientific papers and several books in the last 5years. While each of the previously studied systemsm ainly differs in the type of materials used, they adoptt he same principle. It is then evident that the right combination of materials, serving asa na ntenna, donor-acceptor,a nd catalyst, mustb eu sed in ap roper fashion to construct aP EC-WS cell and thus the selection of an ideal material for as pecific task should be made also based on the properties of the other material components of the device. Therefore, the understanding of the overall mechanism is of critical importance to introduce new materials and methodologies to the field. There are already several comprehensive reviews in the literature and the reader is encouraged to refer to them for ad etailedd iscussion on photoelectrochemicalw ater splitting recent strategies, cell designs, and materials used for this purpose. [4, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] Herein,ashort introduction on the basic workingp rinciple of PEC-WS devices and common materials will be given only to explain why the concept of "Hot-Electron and Plasmonic Driven Photoelectrochemical Water Splitting" has ap romising potentiala nd how it can contribute to the field. The next chapters are devoted to the basic operation of Photoelectrochemical water splitting (PEC-WS) was inspired by the natural photosynthesis process that utilizes sunlight energy to produce chemical energy through splittingw ater to form hydrogen ando xygen. One recent promising and innovative approachi nt his field is to implement the concept of plasmonic to PEC-WS devices.T his Review providesasystematic overview of the plasmonic andh ot-electron-driven PEC-WS and elucidates their possible mechanismsf or plasmon-mediated energy transfer.I nt he first section, we provide ab rief summary of the basics of PEC-WS and the strategies employed to maximize its conversion efficiency.Highlighting the advantages of the plasmonic-based PEC system,i nt he next part we cluster our discussion based on the basics of plasmonics and the involved energy transfer mechanisms, which are classified as radiative (scattering, optical near field coupling)and nonradiative energy transfer (hot electron injection, plasmon resonant energy transfer) processes for plasmonic metal-semiconductor junctionsa saphotoactive material. Then, the recent research efforts in this field are categorized and discussed in three main sections:1 )nanoplasmonic units, 2) nanostructured support scaffolds, and 3) interface engineering with state-of-the-art demonstrations. Finally,w ec onclude our Review with pointing out the challenges and perspectives of the plasmonic-based architectures for future water-splitting devices.
ap lasmonic system and recent strategies used to implement this methodology to PEC-WS devices.
Basic Concepts of Photoelectrochemical Water Splitting (PEC-WS)

Working Principle
As imple design of aP EC-WS system,w hich was initially presented in 1972, is shown in Figure 1 . [17] The basic cell is composed of at least one semiconductor as ap hotoactive material or photoelectrode and am etal counter electrode that are immersedi na ne lectrolyte and connected by external electric wire. Overall, PEC-WS consists of two half reactions; [18, 19] i) oxidation of water to oxygen gas (O 2 )a nd ii)reduction of protons to hydrogen gas (H 2 ), which take place at the (photo)anode and (photo)cathode, respectively.G enerally,t he photoanode is an n-type semiconductor and photocathode is ap -type semiconductor.W ater splitting is thermodynamically an uphill reaction and requires relatively high energy (237 kJ mol À1 ), [20] which corresponds to ab and gap of 1.23 Vp er electron.
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PhotonAbsorption :
Before introducing the materials for PEC-WS,i ti sb eneficial to get an idea about how solar energy is converted to chemical energy by means of several kinetic-based processes inside the cell. In PEC-WS, the theory of operation consists of four main steps ( Figure 3a) ; [22] 1) light absorption, 2) charges eparation, 3) chargec ollection and 4) catalytic reactions. The first step is mainly dependent on the optical properties of the photoelectrode while the rest are strongly affected by the electronic properties of the photoactive components.
Light Absorption and Charge Carrier Photoexcitation
Ap hotoabsorber is mainly as emiconductor with suitable valence band (VB) and conduction band (CB), where the energy difference between theset wo levels is called the band gap (E g ) of the semiconductor.W hile the bottom energy level of the CB (LUMOs)i sameasureo ft he reducing potential of photoelectrons, the uppermost level of VB (HOMOs) corresponds to the oxidizingp otentialo fp hotoholes. [23] Upon light irradiation, a photon with energy higher than the band gap of the photoabsorber generates electron and hole pairs. [24] Since the main requiremento fa ni deal water splitting system (photoelectrolysis) is the use of only sunlight as as ource of energy,ap hotoelectrode should have strong absorption acrosst he solar spectrum and concurrently its band gap should be highert han the electrochemical water splitting potentialo f1 .23 Vi no rder to obtain alarge amountofp hoto-excited carriers capable of performing the desired reactions. [25] Most of the materials, however,d on ot meet this energetic requirement. [4] Furthermore the theoretical minimum band gap of the photoelectrode needs to be highert han sum of this minimumr equired potential (1.23 V) and the cathodic and anodic overpotentials (around 100 mV and 300 mV for ac urrent density of 10 mA cm À2 for catalytic reactions, respectively)w hich are due to catalysta ctivation, Ohmic contact losses, and mass transport limitations. [26, 27] Therefore, the generally accepted minimum optical band gap of as emiconductor should be about 1.6-2.0 eV.A dditionally,acertain amount of externalb ias is, also required for driving electron/hole transfer processes in an overall water splitting device. It should also be noted that recent studies have provent he operation of an unassisted efficient PEC-WS cell where the PEC system is monolithically integrated to a photovoltaic (PV) cell. In such as ystem,t he external bias is supplied with the PV cell to device for water splitting reactions. [28, 29] 1.1.
Separation of Photogenerated Charge Carriers
When ap hotosensitizer is excited, electrons will be excited from VB to CB and holes will be left free at the VB. Ap ortion of these excited carriers will recombineo nt he semiconductor surfaceo ri nt he bulk within af ew picoseconds (ps) and release their energy in the form of heato rp honons. Thus,r apid separation and collection of photo-induced carriers are desirable to reduce the e À -h + recombination and to increase the overall yield of water splitting. [30] During photoelectrocatalysis, as pace charged epletionl ayer occursa tt he semiconductor-liquide lectrolyte interface (also knowns olid-liquidj unction),w hich stimulates the upward band bending in ap hotoanode and downward band bending in ap hotocathode. [8, 31] This potential profile, which depends on the relative alignment of the semiconductor work function and the reaction potential, enables the efficient separationo f photoinduced charges and preventst he recombination of e À -h + pairs. [32] Thus, it is favorable to use n-type and p-type semiconductors as photoanode and photocathode candidates, respectively.
Collection and Transportation of Charges to ElectrodeSurfaces
In this step, holes migrate to semiconductor-liquid junction at the n-type photoanode surface (they can also travel to the cocatalysts urface and then to its electrolyte interface) where the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) takes place while electrons reach the counter electrode through an external wire to trigger the hydrogen evolutionr eaction( HER) at the surface. [33] In the case of ap hotocathode, which is ap -type semiconductor,t he photo-activated electrons are transferred to the semiconductor surfacea nd the HER takes place with the mediation of ac ocatalyst. Consequently,the OER occurs in the counter electrode materialw hile electrons travel to the photocathodew ithin external bias to recombine with the free holes in the photocathode.
Catalytic Reactions at the Surfaces
After the efficient separation of the carriers, these photogenerated electrons and holes are adsorbed on surfacea ctive sites to reduce and oxidize water to produce H 2 and O 2 gases, respectively.H oles have lower mobility and hence shorter diffusion lengths compared to electrons. Therefore, electrocatalysts can be employed as co-catalysts to enhancet he kinetics of the water splitting process by reducing the activation energy for gas evolution. [34, 35] This method, however,c an be applieda t the expense of an additional charge transfer resistance as a result of an additional interface introduced to the system.T he oxygen evolutions tep (photo-oxidation) is the rate-determining step due to its slow kinetics.
The comparison of all the reporteds ystemsi nt he literature is not an easy task because of the rapid growth of the field, substantially various PEC cell designs, andd ifferent efficiency parameters reported at different experimental conditions. Nevertheless, the studies indicatet hat the photoelectrode (both surfacea nd its bulk) are vitally important since the light absorption, charge separation and collection, and catalytic reactions all occur in the same electrode. Thus, improving the optical and electrical characteristics of the photoelectrode material together with its stability is of great importance in this field. This improvement can be attained with novel designa rchitectures and/ort he introduction of new materials. In the next section, ab rief review on commons trategies is conducted in this area.
Materials for PEC-WS
Given that most of the solar irradiation energy is concentrated in visible (Vis) and near infrared (NIR) regimes,o ne of the most prominentf eatures of an optimum light absorber is to have a low band gap (E g < 3eV). There are, however,acouple of bottlenecks that make this requirement difficult to satisfy,o ne of which, as noted hereinabove, is the differencebetween the energetic location of HER and OER process that are located at 0V (vs. RHE) and 1.23 V( vs. RHE), respectively.T herefore, the realization of both reactions with as ingle semiconductor ideally requires an optical band gap larger than 1.23 eV.T his value rises up to approx.1 .6 eV forp ractical applications,w hich corresponds to aw avelength of % 774 nm, due to ohmic losses in differentp arts of the system. In addition to this requirement, CB energy level of photoanode should lie above the H + /H 2 (0 Vv s. RHE) and VB should be below O 2 /H 2 O( 1.23 Vv s. RHE) under standard conditions. In other words, both the reduction and oxidation potentials of water should be within the band gap of the semiconductor. Figure 2s hows how well the commonly studied semiconductorss atisfy these requirements. The energy difference between the VB and the potentialf or water oxidation (E VB -E OER )i s plottedw ith respect to the energy differenceb etween the CB of the semiconductor and the potential for hydrogen evolution (E CB -E HER ). [23, 36, 37] Additional potentials (overpotentials) of 200 mV and 400 mV are also considered for HER and OER, respectively,t oa ccount for the losses during electrocatalytic processes. [38, 39] According to the figure, as emiconductor that lies on the right side of the black dashedl ine has as uitable VB position for water oxidation. The same analogy can be made for water reduction as well. The diagram also displays the comparison of the band gaps of semiconductors in the units of wavelength to show whether the semiconductor is suitable to harvest visible light or not. Therefore, ani deal semiconductor, which can efficiently harvest visible light and derive both water oxidation and reduction, should lie in the highlighted triangular region. For example, TiO 2 ,w hich is considered to be the first example of the photoelectrocatalytic splitting of water,h as as uitableV Bf or water oxidation while it is ap oor absorbing semiconductor in the visible region.W hile TiO 2 remains to be the mosts tudied semiconductor in this field, [40] many other d 0 metal oxides, including ZrO 2 ,N bO 2 ,a nd WO 3 , [41] d 10 metal oxidesi nvolving ZnO, [42] and even mixed oxides containing both d 0 and d 10 metal ionss uch as BiVO 4 [43] have been widely studied. Some of these metal oxidesh ave smaller band gaps than desired and most of them have exhibit poor optical and electrical performances.M oreover,a si tc an be clearly seen from Figure 2 , their band positions are not suitable for performing the whole water splitting reaction. In the case of d 10 metal oxides, they are generally more advantageous as photoactive materials in terms of the mobility of photogenerated electrons in the CB and photocatalytic activityd ue to hybridized empty sp orbitals of typical metals. [44] Besides,t hese large band gap metal oxides, at the other end of the scale, there are severaln arrow band gap visible light responsive non-oxide semiconductors that can absorb most of the solar irradiation. These materials, however,h ave the chemical instability deficiency that mitigates their long-term sustainabilities under a high oxidative environment. [14] For example, metal chalcogenides, including CdS, appear to be one of the most suitable photocatalysts for overall water splitting, exhibiting band gap energies sufficiently small to allow for the absorption of visible light and having conduction and valence bands at potentials appropriate for water reduction and oxidation (see Figure 2) . These metal chalcogenides, however, are not suitable for water oxidation since sulfide and selenide anionsa re more susceptible to oxidation than water,w hich causes CdS or CdSe catalysts themselves to be oxidized and degraded over time. [45] Therefore, the ideal approach would be the enhancemento f optical properties ands tabilities of oxide based semiconductors with novel strategies.I nr ecent years, am ajor parto ft he [63, 64] the highlightedr egion does not retain exactb orders. current research revolves aroundm anipulatingt he band positions and band gaps of already studied semiconductors by doping. Doping could be performed with metal ions and/or non-metal elements since the positiono fv alence and conduction bands are generally according to the type of metal and non-metal ions, respectively. [46] Aw ell-known example to this approachi st he graduali ncrease in the valence band energy of ad 0 metal oxide,s uch as Ta 2 O 5 ,w ith increasing the amount of N-doping while the energy of the conduction band remains constantl eading to ad ecrease in the band gap. This method yields asemiconductor,namedT aON, which has ideal band positions for overall water splitting (Figure 2) . [47] [48] [49] Another viable methodi st he incorporation of alkali metal ions to the crystal structure of semiconductors, which has been employed particularly to enhancet he stability of the crystal structure and even for the construction of new crystal structures. For example, a study performed on as eries of alkali metal tantalates, MTaO 3 (M = Li, Na, and K), revealed that Ta -O-Taa ngle in the crystal structure can be varied by changing the alkali metal ion, which has ad irect effect on the band diagram. [50] With decades of investigations since the seminalw ork in 1972, there is still no semiconductor that simultaneously satisfies all of the requirements mentioned above.T herefore, it is commont oc ombine multiple semiconductors together( building junctions), which is essentially analogous to natural photosynthesis that uses as eries of enzymesa nd molecules that are equipped with specific features. An efficient heterojunction system generally consists of two semiconductors,o ne of which has av alenceb and suitablef or water oxidation (higher than 1.23 Vv s. NHE) whilet he othero ne has ac onduction band properly suited for water reduction (lowert han 0V vs. NHE). Furthermore, they shouldh ave matched band positions with respectt oe ach other to allow for efficient charges eparation. For example, an enhancement in the photocurrent density has been achieved with BiVO 4 -WO 3 , [51, 52] TiO 2 -WO 3 , [53] TiO 2 -SrTiO 3, [54] BaTiO 3 -TiO 2, [55] ZnO-TiO 2 , [56] and BiVO 4 -TiO 2 [57] compared to their single component cases. This methodology has been used for non-oxide semiconductors as well. [58, 59] The efficiency of the visible absorption can also be improved by coupling the semiconductor with am olecular chromophore (dye-sensitizing). This is known as dye-sensitized photoelectrochemical cells (DSPECs), which consist of am etal oxide coupled to am olecular dye and catalysta ssembly (dyad). [60, 61] As illustrated in the Figure 3a ,i nt he DSPEC system, the absorption of the light is providedu sing av isible responsive dye. Although promising studies have been introduced by Sun et al. and others, these systemsg enerally suffer from the high tendency of molecular dyads to decompose during the catalytic process. [62] Therefore, stabilityi ss till the main issue that limits the long-term operation and large scale compatibility of these systems. In summary,s everald ifferent strategies [46] such as the doping of externale lements to tune the band structure, construction of heterojunctions to suppresst he recombination of electron-hole pairs, decreasing the particle sizes of the photocatalysts to reduce the migration distance of chargec arriers, optimizing the crystal structure to expose more active facets, [22] using efficient electrocatalysts forH ER and OER, and sensitizing the semiconductor with molecular organic or inorganic molecular chromophores have been employed to improve the overall performance of PEC-WS. Therea re many great reviews related to their performances, limitations, and potentials by analyzing the pathway of energy capture and conversion mechanism in water splitting systems. Among all of the proposed methodologies, the integration of plasmonic metals (mostly noble metals including Au and Ag) with photocatalysts have recently been introduced and it is considered as an effective route to attain high performance and stable water splitting cell. Comparing with DSPEC system,aplasmonic enhanced water splitting device utilizes the hot electrons inside the metal to drive the HER process. In the other word, in this Scheme, the plasmonic metal acts as the sensitizer layer.T his has been schematically shown in Figure 3b .I nt he next section, we aim to provide an overview of recent strategies toward the development of hot-electron driven photoelectrode designs througho ptimized parameters for PEC-WS.
Plasmonics
Since the discovery of the PEC-WS by Honda and Fujishima in 1972, as ubstantial number of articles (> 3,000 source:W eb of Science) have been published in this field. Figure 4d escribes the advances in this technology,w hich started with TiO 2 as a photoanode, followed by heterojunction designs in 1990s and Figure 3 . The steps involved in the operation of aa )dye sensitizedPEC (DSPEC) and b) plasmonic hot-electron-driven PEC systems. In the DSPEC cell, the sensitizerphotoactivematerial is av isiblea bsorptive dye layer while this material is replaced with plasmonic metal NPs in the case of the hotelectron-driven system. Reviews DSPEC designs applied in PEC-WS systems in 2010s. [17, [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] Althought he light absorption enhancement through plasmon resonance in the near surface of the metal emerged in 1960s, usage in light driven water splitting has started for not even after ad ecade.
LocalizedSurface Plasmon Resonance
Upon excitation with af requency close to the natural oscillation frequency, sub-wavelength [71] nanosized geometries of noble metal (e.g. Au and Ag) nanoparticles (NPs) can excite localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) originated from collective oscillations of the free electrons at the interface of metal-dielectric. [71] [72] [73] Under this condition, intense localized electric field enhancement can be probeda tt he NP surface. [74] [75] [76] [77] LSPR can decay through two main pathways;1 )radiatively or 2) nonradiatively [78, 79] (see Figure 5 ). The radiative decay emits photonsa nd transfers the radiated energy isotropically into the surrounding environment. The nonradiative decay of LSPR, however,c an generate hot carriers. These hot electrons/holes are formed during the nonradiative relaxation process primarilyt hrough electron-electron scattering,w hich results in intra-and inter-band excitation of the conduction band electrons.T he nonradiative decay pertainst ot he formation of hot-carriers and then these carriers can transfer to a neighboring semiconductor with ap roperb and alignment. The injection of these carriers to the semiconductor is called internal photoemission and can happen irrespectiveo ft he excitation of aplasmon.Inthis section, we will provide ad etailed analysiso nt he origin and principle of each of these energy transfer mechanisms.
Mechanisms for Plasmon-Mediated Energy Transfer
Upon exciting the LSPR in plasmonic unit, it decays and transfers its energy to the adjacent components through two main processes;1 )radiativeo r2) nonradiativee nergy transfer. [79] Based on the geometry of the design includingi ts size, shape, and compositiona nd the nature of its junction with the neighborhood semiconductor,o ne or someo ft hese mechanisms dominate the functionalityo ft he design.I nt his section, we will render the requirements for the occurrence of each of these mechanisms.
RadiativeEnergy Transfer
In this typeo fe nergy transfer,t he particle acts as ap lasmonic antenna, in which the LSPR relaxes radiatively and transfer its energy by emission of aphoton.T aking the antenna terminology into consideration, this power can be decomposed into two main parts;1 )far field propagating of electromagnetic (EM) wave and 2) near field coupling of evanescent modes. Considering the fact that, in the far field propagation, this nanoplasmonic geometry gets activated upon excitation and radiates its energy as as econdary source,t his process is called light scattering. While the near field light confinementi sn amed as opticalc oupling it is responsible for absorption enhancement in the metal-semiconductor nanocomposite. Both of these energy transfers mainly work as as econdary source providing light absorption fort he adjacent environment. In otherw ords, these phenomena are not directly responsible for photocurrent enhancement but provideacondition, in whichp hotoactive materialg enerates more electron and hole carriers. In this sec- tion, detailso fe ach of these energy transfer processes will be scrutinized.
Scattering
As mentioned earlier,i fasub-wavelength particle is illuminated by incident light, its electrons begin to oscillate, which makes as econdary radiation called scattering. If the particle transfers the energy of the exciting light to another energy type, for example, heat, the light is said to be absorbed. In general,t oe valuate the absorption or scattering capacity of a system,aterm called cross-section with au nit of m 2 is used. The scattering cross-section is calculated by dividing the integrated total scattered powerb yt he intensity of the light. This property is greatly influencedb ythe size of plasmonic particle. In dimensions much smallert han the incident wavelength, scattering and absorption cross-sectionsc an be calculated using the following formula [Eqs. (2)- (3)]: [78, 80] 
where k is wavenumber, R is the particle radius, e m is the complex permittivity value of the system, and e 0 is the surrounding environment permittivity.A st his formula implies, the scattering cross-section is proportional to R 6 ,w hile this dependence proportionality is R 3 for absorption case. Ab etter qualitative comparison has been provided in Figure 6a . [78] As this figure depicts, the scatteringp roperty of the nanosphere is almost negligible compared to that of its absorption cross-section in diameters smaller than 50 nm (R < 25 nm). Therefore, in ap lasmonic NP,t he absorption is the dominant process affecting the overall opticalperformance of the system.When the NP diametere xceeds 100 nm, the scatteringd ominates the absorption cross-section and, therefore, this far field radiation is mainly the property of biggerp articles. Moreover,c omparing the scattering cross-section with the real cross sectional area of the particle, it can be understood that, at the surface plasmon resonance, the scattering cross section exceeds the geometricalc ross sectiono ft he NPs. [81] For instance, Ag NPs in air have scattering cross-sections that are abouta no rder of magnitude larger than their cross sectional areas at the vicinity of the resonant frequency.T hat is why ap artial coating of plasmonic NPs on as urface with af illing factor much smaller than one can ensure the scatteringo ft he whole incoming light. [80, 81] It should be noted that scattering is not only am etal NP characteristic but dielectric particlesc an also scatter the light. Figure 6b compares the scattering and absorption spectra of different sized gold NPs with polystyrene dielectric particle. [82] As it can be clearly seen from this panel, ad ielectric particle has a scattering property that exponentially decaysa sw eg ot o larger particlesizes. In fact, when the incident light wavelength is biggert han the particles ize it does not see it. However,t his property does not follow the same trend in the case of metallic Au NPs. This is due to the fact that scattering cross sectioni s effective only around the oscillation resonance frequency of a plasmonic particle. As mentioned above,t his cross section is much larger than dimensions of the particlea roundr esonance frequency and reduces abruptly as we go far from the resonance condition.
The size of the particlesi sn ot the only variable that defines the overall scattering property of the object.T he use of coreshell configurationa nd other geometries, such as nanorod instead of ab are spherical particle, are other methods employed for tailoring the scattering efficiency of the system. [82] The ratio between scattering and absorption cross sections can be utilized as am easuret oe valuate these different designs. Figure 6c shows this ratio for different configurations of scattering nano objects. As this panel implies the scattering capacity of the system takes its dominancy as we go to larger dimensions regardless of theo bject shape and its configuration. However,i nt he nanorod case, this ratio can be obtained in much smallerd imensions comparedt ot hat of nanosphere and it does not change considerably by changing the aspect ratio of the design.T hese results also prove that this ratio is the largestf or the core-shellc onfiguration, in which as the radius of shell layer increases the scattering becomes the main mechanism involvedi nt he metal NP operation.
Optical Near Field Coupling
Another mechanism, responsible for radiative energyt ransfer, is through opticalc oupling originated from nearf ield evanescent modes. Unlike propagating far fieldm odes, evanescent wavesd on ot transport energy and, therefore, they can create large electric field amplitudes without violation of energy con- servation. On the other hand, the confinedn ature of decaying localized plasmon modes confirmst heir near fielde vanescent behavior.T his highly concentrated light in sub-wavelength geometries is called ah ot spot. Many applications of plasmonic nanostructures indeed take advantage of the existence of these hot spots. The electric field distribution in the vicinity of ap lasmonic design is ad irectf unction of its shape. The shape does not only change the near field amplitude butalso it modulates the spectral position of this peak. Figure 7a compares the near field enhancement between different structuresi ncluding nanopallet, nanosphere,n anorod (NR), and nanowire (NW). [83] As this Figure implies,t he field enhancementi st he lowest for the case of pallet and sphered esigns. Moreover,t he spectralp osition of this peak is located at the UV region which has only 3% of the solar spectrum energy.T he story,h owever, is different for the other elongated designs such as NRs and NWs. As the ratio between longitudinal and lateral dimensions gets larger both amplitudea nd resonancep ositions get improvedw here an efficient visible and NIR light harvesting can be possible. Hot spots can also occur at the sharp corners and edges of ad esign. [84, 85] As showni nF igure 7b,t he use of nanostars has been shown to be an excellent choice for light confinement in as mall spatial positionw here an electric enhancement with an order of magnitude larger amount can be attained compared to that of aN Wd esign. [85] This enhancement can be also probed within narrow gaps between metal NPs cluster.T he enormousi ntensity enhancement factors associated with localized surface plasmons, up to severalo rders of magnitude, directly translate into an increaseo fe lectronic transition probabilities for atoms or molecules exposed to such fields. In other words, an extraordinary absorption cross section is provided in the vicinity of these nano resonant units. If ap hotoactive component,s uch as ap hotoanode in aw ater splitting process, is brought to the vicinity of this particle, arelatively high concentration of electrons and holes would result. These photo-induced carriers are involved in photocurrent enhancement and overall performance of the PEC-WS system would be substantiated. The small spatial gap between aggregated nanostructures is one of the architectures that support the formation of hot spots. However, in this design, there is no controlo nt he position of these highly focused points. Therefore, geometries with anisotropic sharp corners such as nanotriangles, NRs, and nanostars are desired structures for optimum light confinement. [84] [85] [86] These designsc an offer spatial control for the formation of hot spots. However,t he confinement is much more efficient in the case of nearly touching nano resonators where light is boundedi nt he smallg aps. The coupling between these units is also af unctiono fs ingle element geometry.F igure 7c,d compares the electric field distributioni ntensity between two close nanostructure elements for different resonator shapes. This coupling hasb een compared with as elf-similar chain design that is realized as an efficient hot spot generator. The cascaded field enhancement in as elfsimilara ntenna of nano spheres was first introduced by Stockman. [84, 87] In this architecture, the radii of the particles in the array scale as R nþ1 ¼ kR n and the inter particled istances as d nþ1 ðÞ ;ðnþ2Þ ¼ kd n ðÞ ;ðnþ1Þ ,i nw hich k is the scalingf actor and ni s the particle number.T his geometry provides am ultiplicative cascadee ffect in which the largest elementi ntensifies the incident field by af actor of f, the enhanced field excites the next smallerp article which in turn enhances the field by another factor of f, and in this way the structure can provide ah ighly spatially confined spot. As this Figure shows , the field is concentrated in the gap of two units. This means that the configuration possesses an extraordinary absorption cross section in the vicinity of its surface which can be utilized to create electron/holep airs to boost the photocurrenta mount in the PEC-WS cell. Better qualitative comparison on the light confinement ability of the design can be provided by considering the near field electric fielde nhancement of each of these designs. As Figure 7c illustrates, the strongestr esponse belongs to the NR case, which is about two times larger compared to that of the self-similar design. Therefore, taking near fielde nhancement as one of the prominent factors in defining the effectiveness of ad esign, NRs with ap roperp roximity can be the most promising option for ah ot electron driven PEC-WS system. However, the strength is not the only variablethat matters. Another Figure of merit for ap hoto active material is the bandwidth of the operation that can be evaluated as full width at half maximum (FWHM). This factor is the best in the case of a bowtie structure, although it is not too different. The last property that defines the functionality of an ano resonant unit is its spectral position of the resonance unit. This property is directly relatedt ot he shape, size, and composition of the plasmonic design.A lthough this near touching resonators have the highest light confinement capacity,t heir fabrication generally needs to e-beam lithography whichi sacomplex process and has large scale compatibilityi ssues.T herefore, it is envisioned that the use of chemically synthesized nanostructures is the most promising approachi nd esign of ah ighly efficient PEC-WS cell. 
Nonradiative Energy Transfer
In this type of energy transfer,t he plasmonic structure contributes to photocurrente nhancement by directly injecting its electron into the conduction band of the semiconductor.D ifferent from radiativee nergy transfer process, this process can harvest the entire visible light spectrum regardless of the band gap of the substrate semiconductor.I no ther words, the unique property of below band gap absorption and electron generation in plasmonic structure depends on the efficiency of this process. This mechanism can be classified as two main transfer processes;( 1) hot electron injection, and (2) plasmon resonant energy transfer.I nt he following section, these two processesw ill be discussed in detail.
Hot Electron Injection
One of the responsible mechanisms for photocurrent enhancement is hot carrier injection. Upon the excitation of plasmonic metal, the LSPR gets excited. The nonradiative decay of LSPR can generate hot carriers.T he initial distribution of electrons and holes does not follow Fermi-Dirac distribution and they decay according to the Landau damping process (Figure 8a ). [75] During this process, the large density of hot carriers is within energy levels close to E f (within af ew tenth of eV)a nd only a portion of these carriersh as enough energy to pass the Schottky barriera nd contribute to photocurrent. [89] However, this initial hot electron distribution is not in equilibrium and ees catterings redistribute the energetic location of electrons and the Fermi-Dirac distribution is again formed but this time the equivalent Fermi energy level (E F )i sa tm ore energetic levels, see Figure 8b . [90, 91] Although the lifetimeo fh ot carriers for each energyl evel is in the order of tens of fs, relaxing from the non-equilibrium distribution to aF ermi-Dirac one takes hundredso ff s. It has been found that electrons within 1eVof the Fermi level have lifetimes around1 00 fs, but this time reduces to 10 fs for electrons with energetic locations of above 3eV. [92] Similar to electrons, holes closet os p-band have less scattering comparedt oo nes in the proximity of d-band, which prolongs their lifetime. [79] This state is ah ot thermally equilibrium state and it needs to dissipate its energy to come backt o the initial state, as shown in Figure 8c .T his occurs during the relaxation of hot carriers by transferring the additional energy to the vibrational motionso ft he nuclei via electron-phonon interactions. Duringt his process, electrons are cooled down to the nuclei temperature. The time scale of this step is generally af ew ps and it is tailored with plasmonic metal geometry and size together with the substrate material,w herein plasmonic designi sl ocated on it. As mentioned in the near field coupling section, the plasmonic response of differentn anostructures can be tuned with their shape. Although NWs were found to be an excellent light harvesting design,t heir hot electron injectione fficiency is not as promising as their near field enhancement. As depicted in Figure 9b ,t he injection efficiency has the highest value for the case of nanospherest hat makes them an excellentc hoice for hot electron driven systems. [83] To be ablet ou se these hot carriers, they need to be injected to the semiconductor before they return to their initial states. Considering the fact that lifetime of these carriers is ultrashort, the overall efficiency of this injection is quite short.I natypical architecture, ap lasmonic metal is brought into contact with an Figure 8 . Ultrafast direct hot electron transfer mechanism in ap lasmonic design.a)The initial distributionofe lectronsa nd holes that does not follow aF ermi-Dirac distribution. b) Electron-electronscatterings redistribute the energetic location of electrons and the Fermi-Dirac distribution is again formed.c )Finally,the system is cooled down and electronscome back to their initial state. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [75] .Copyright 2015, Springer Nature. acceptor, which is typicallya nn -type semiconductor.A sF igure 9b shows the interface of am etal-semiconductor hybrid forms aS chottky junction,i ft he E F of the metal is located within the semiconductor band gap. Thisj unction sets ab arrier for electron transfer from metal to semiconductor.Ifa ne lectron has enough energy to pass this barrier (ort unnel through it), it can be collected with semiconductor material. The formation of this barriers ignificantly mitigates electrons backr eaction that makest his process efficient. This barrier depends on the E f position of plasmonic metal andf or at ypical Au-TiO 2 junction it is about 1eV. However,t he density of energetic electrons that can pass this barrier is quite low.M oreover,a s mentioned earlier,t he density of electrons can be significantly improved by reducing NPs size. The introduction of hot spots can be also ap romisinga pproacht oi ncrease the efficiency of this process. However,t hese energetic hot electrons have much smaller lifetimes comparedt othat of close to the E f level. Additionally,t he time scale for injection of ah ot electron to the neighborhood semiconductor is af unctiono ft he metalsemiconductor interface. It has been experimentally demonstrated that this time scale is in the order of 50 fs for AuTiO 2 [93] and 20 fs for Au-CdS. [94] Therefore, aproperdesign is required to improvet he efficiency of this process. That is why the efficiencies have generally been limited to an amount below 10 %f or am etal-semiconductor junction.O ne of the ways that can enhancet he injection probability of these carriers is to increase the contact area between plasmonic NPs and the semiconductor.M oreover, taking the short diffusion length of carriers inside the metal,t he dimensions of these particles should remains mall. However,t his architecture increases the probability of recombination of electrons, in whichh ot carriers can back react with hot holes inside the metal. This probability can be intensified considering the existence of trap level on the semiconductor surface. During the hot electron injection process,t hese surfacet raps can trap these carriers and mediate recombination path. It has been experimentally and theoreticallyp rovent hat interface engineering with an angstrom thick embedded layer can significantly passivate surface traps withouth indering electron tunneling probability. [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] It has been shown that first cycles of an atomic layer deposited (ALD) metal oxide on TiO 2 surface can passivate surface oxygen vacancy trap states. Substantial layers, however,i mped injectionp robability of photogenerated carriers exponentially. Therefore, it is envisioned that use of as ubnanometeri nterfacial layer can greatly substantiate hot electrons extraction.
Plasmon Resonant Energy Transfer
Another mechanism responsible for nonradiative energy transfer of hot electrons is plasmon-inducedr esonance energy transfer (PRET). In this process, the decay of surfacep lasmons induces electron/holep airs directly in the semiconductor via dipole-dipole interactionsw ith atransient exciton (Figure 10 a) . The overlap between plasmonic metal andsemiconductor conductionb and definest he efficiency of this transfer.T he rate of this transfer can be analytically founda s[ Eq. (4)]: [91, 92] Figure 10 . a) The set of processes involved in aP RET energy transfer for an Au-Cu 2 Oi nterface. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [100] .Copyright 2012, American ChemicalS ociety.b)The differences of energy transferi n three different processes of direct hot electront ransfer,localized electric field coupling, andplasmon resonance energy transfer.Reproduced with permission from Ref. [100] .Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society. c) The responsible plasmonic energy transfer mechanisms for four different metal-semiconductor composition configurations. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [101] .Copyright2 015, American Chemical Society. 
where t metal plasmon is the lifetime of an isolated metal carrier, ri s the distance between plasmonic metal and semiconductor, and R 0 is ac onstant that depends on the material properties of the system and their spectral overlap. As the formula clearly illustrates, unlike the hot electron injection process, the transfer does not need ad irectc ontact between metal and semiconductor.I ts hould be mentioned that the involved mechanism in this phenomenon is different from that in radiativeo ptical near field couplede lectron/hole pair generation. This can be clarified through ac omparison amongt hree different processes, as shown in Figure 10 b. [100] In the hot electron injection process,t he generated electrons are directlyt ransferred into the adjacent semiconductor.I nt he near field coupling, originated from radiativee mission of plasmonic hot electrons, the near field evanescent modesa ctivate the neighborhood semiconductor.I nt his reaction, the photon requires an energy above the semiconductor band gap to create electron/hole pairs. Unlike this mechanism that create carriers only for energies above the band gap of semiconductor,P RET directly excites free carriern onradiatively through the relaxation of localized surfacep lasmon dipole for above and below band gap photons. The efficiency of this process has ac lose relationship with the composition of the metal-semiconductor hybrid design.W ua nd co-workers conducted transient absorption spectroscopy on four different core-shell metal nanospheres including, Au-TiO 2 ,A u-SiO 2 -TiO 2 ,A g-TiO 2 ,a nd Ag-SiO 2 -TiO 2 ,t o study differente nergy transfer mechanismsi ne ach of these hybrid designs.
[101] Figure 10 cd emonstrates that hot electron injectioni st he dominant process in Au-TiO 2 NPs following light absorption due to direct contact between metal and semiconductor,w hereas the PRET process was not supported in this design that is duet ol ack of spectralo verlap between gold absorption andT iO 2 absorption tail. Embedding at hin SiO 2 shell in between, both mechanisms get deactivated due to missing direct contact. However,p ropero verlapb etween Ag and TiO 2 makes this design as an excellent core-shell structure for plasmonic based water splittings ystem. Finally,t he Ag-SiO 2 -TiO 2 ternary design just stimulates theP RET process.
Recent Strategies for Hot-Electron-Driven PEC-WS
In this section, the strategies employed to improve plasmonicbased water splitting have been categorized and discussed in three sub-sections:1 )nanoplasmonic units, 2) nanostructure support scaffolds, and 3) interface engineering of the design.
Nanoplasmonic Units
Shape
As mentioned above,o ne of the most important parameters defining the effectiveness of the system is the shape and geometry of the plasmonic unit. The most commonly used plasmonic unit is considered to be spherical (or semi spherical) NPs ands everal studies have utilized this design. However,t hese NPs typicallyp rovide the SPR absorption in as pecific frequency range around % 550 nm and they cannot be utilized fully in the solar spectrum ( Figure 11) . [131] This is an important factor where the use of broader nanoplasmonic units can create higherd ensity of hot electrons to be injected into semiconductor transport layer.T ob ea ble to extend light absorption spectra towardthe NIR region, the unit should be elongated in one dimension. This has been proven in other plasmonic based devices. [132] In this case, the structure can support two fundamental modes corresponding to transversea nd longitudinal dimensions. Moreover,i th as been demonstrated that electric field distribution in NR structure provides stronger hot spots.T his intense electric field can improveP EC device performance by providing an efficient electron-hole pair separation, stronger PRET process and hot electron injection. It was found that the combinationo fN Rs and NPS of Au can provide light absorption in both visible and NIR region. [131] The incident photon conversion efficiency (IPCE) results revealed that NPs enhancet he photocurrentv alues in a4 50-650nmr ange but the NR case showsi ts responsei nt he NIR regime (between 650 nm and 900 nm). Moreover,t he near electric field amplitude shows different intensities for NP and NR cases. While the NP decorated TiO 2 provesa ne nhancement in the order of 5 times,t his value is recorded to be 15 times in the case of NR plasmonic Au unit. The similar results have been obtained with other studies where the use of Au NRs can provideb roader spectralr esponse and highern ear field enhancement facilitating the hot electrons injection into adjacent semiconductor. [133] As mentioned in the previous sections, the stronger hot spots can be seen in the morphologies with sharp corners. [85] Calcu- lated absorption, scattering and extinction spectras how that, althoughN Pp lasmonics tructure can support as ingler elatively narrow mode, the use of nanocube provides multiple modes corresponding to dipolar,q uadrupolar,a nd other highero rder ones associated with the corners of the design. [84] Thesuperposition of these modes has caused the overall response to be broad covering the whole visible spectrum.The similar spectral response is recordedf or nanopyramidsb ut the weaker overlap between these modes makes the overall response to be am ultiple narrow band one. Moreover,t he plasmonic synthesized structures are not the only choices to get plasmone nhanced water splitting. Some reports have revealed the possibility of all plasmonic systemsf or PEC-WS application where the bulk materiali sabulky plasmonic nanostructure. [134, 135] In thesed esigns, the Au NRs have been utilized to provideg eneration of hot electron/hole pairs in aw ide frequency range. These NRs are partially coated with electron extraction layer such as TiO 2 and an oxygen evolution catalyst. Upone xcitation of LSPR in the Au NR and its nonradiative decay,t he hot carriers are generated inside the Au bulk. The electrons are transferred into TiO 2 to perform HER. The remaining hot holes are accumulated in the oxygen evolutionc atalyst to oxidize water and create O 2 gas.
Size
Another important factor affecting the overall water splitting process is the size of plasmonic NP.A sw eexplainede arlier in the introduction section, the hot carrierg eneration and its transport distance is directly influenced with the particle size and dimension. The size of plasmonic metal governs the efficiency of plasmon inducedh ot electron transfer.A sF igure 12 a shows, to elucidate the mechanism responsible for water reductionu nder the use of different sized NPs (4.4 nm and 67 nm), two different light sources (l > 400 nm and l > 435 nm) were utilized. [123] Figure 12 bexplainsthat upon excitation with l > 400 nm source,t he small NPss how significantly higher hydrogen production capacity compared to that of big ones while for l > 435 nm, the large Au NPs represents high activity and no hydrogen molecule is detectedf or the small ones. The hydrogen evolution activity of the system under only visible light irradiation depends on the SPR strength in the metal-semiconductor interface (becauset he TiO 2 support cannotb ea ctivated). It is known that this effect is much higher for the larger plasmonic particles and small particles have much smaller strength.U pon the excitation of the Au SPR with l > 435 nm, intense SPR-enhanced EM fields are generated on the Au NP surface significantly increases the yield of interfacial "hot electrons" with ah igherp otentiale nergy than f at the interface, which in turn inducesf ast and efficient transfer of "hot electrons" to the conduction band of semiconductor,s ee Figure 12 a. Since, under this condition, TiO 2 is not excited, the electrons injected to semiconductor would have longer lifetime to transport. However,f or l > 400 nm excitation case, this recombination impedes the electron lifetime and consequently less hydrogen will be generated. The activity of the small NPs in this case has been attributed to electron transfer from semiconductor conduction band to metal Fermi level in which this local separation reduces the recombination rate of the semiconductor.M oreover,t he conducted investigations have shownt hat the chemicalr eduction potentials are also af unctiono ft he particles size. The injection of electrons from metal to semiconductor builds up ah igh concentration of electrons and this brings the potentiall evel to higherv alues than the H 2 evolution potential. Therefore, considering the stronger SPR mediated hot electron transfer in larger particles, they have more suitable condition to evolve hydrogen. Even at the SPR regime, where the particle size is couple of tens of nanometers, the photocatalytic performance of the plasmonic metal can be tuned.I nf act, the localized SPR frequency of a metal can be tailoredb ya djustingi ts size. From spectral line shape of am etal,o ne can analyze the spectralp eak position (E LSPR )a nd its full wave half-maximum (Dl FWHM ). The change on these parameters can influence the local field enhancement which is an importantp henomenon defining overall performance of aP EC-WS system.T his effect has been scrutinized in as tudy,w here preciselyc ontrolled Au nanodot with dimensions of 50 nm, 63 nm, and 83 nm were utilized for plasmon enhanced PEC cell. [121] To be able to provide aq ualitative comparisono nt he field enhancementc apacity of thesep articles, the quality factor (defined as Q = E LSPR /G where G is found from Plank's equation (E = pc/Dl FWHM )) of these particles have been compared as shown in Figure 13 . As this figure suggests that the Qf actor of the particles gets larger amplitudes as we go to smaller ones. This large value proves higher local field enhancement, in which larger photo induced carriers will be created and consequently thep hotocurrentv alues rise up. As implied in this paper,u nder visible irradiation (with light intensity Figure 12 . a) The mechanisms responsiblef or hydrogen generation for small and large Au NPs underv isible light irradiation. b) The amounts of evolved hydrogen gas for small and largeNPs under two different sources of incident light irradiation. Reproducedw ith permission from Ref. [123] .Copyright 2014,A merican Chemical Society. )t he photocurrent values have been improvedb y1 0t imes for 83 nm sized Au dots while it is about 25 times for the 50 nm case. The optimum particles ize is also af unction of the main mechanism responsible for photocurrent generation. Thish as been proveni narecent study on the use Au-BiVO 4 combination for PEC water splitting. [116] Sweeping the NP size from 10 nm to 80 nm, it wasf ound that the highest response is obtained for the 30 nm size case. It was demonstrated that the main mechanism responsible for water splitting enhancement is the generation of electron/hole carriers in BiVO 4 ,d ue to high near filed light coupling. As the particle size gets larger,ared shift is recorded for the plasmonic spectra of the particle. Therefore, the overlap between the absorption edge of BiVO 4 and Au plasmonic particle gets narrower and fewer carriers are generated.M oreover,l argerp articles hinder the exposed area of semiconductor to electrolyte, which can diminish the water oxidation efficiency on the BiVO 4 surface. Therefore, the functiono fp articles ize also depends on the support substrate, in which an arrow band gap semiconductor can make the PRET process and near field optical coupling an efficient mechanismf or activity enhancement of the design.
Composition
Rathert han ab are single plasmonic metal,t he use of metalmetal,m etal-semiconductor,a nd metal-insulator composite can provide ap erformance enhancementb yt ailoringt he absorption/scatterings trengtha nd bandwidth. Bimetallic design, where two metals are brought in contact in ac ore-shell configuration, can offer several optical and electrical properties that cannot be attained by am onometallic structure; [136, 137] (1) broader spectrala bsorption bandwidth of the design due to multiple plasmon resonances of different metals, (2) intense light spatial confinement to boost electron-hole pair generation, (3) stronger light scattering, and (4) less ohmic losses by tailoringt he radiative dampingr atio of the lossy metals. It has been demonstrated that Au-Ag core-shell nanosheets, embedded within the mesoporous TiO 2 photoanodes, can propose much higher photocurrent density relative to the bare Au-TiO 2 photoanode design. The enhancement in the cell performance has been attributedt ot he existence of dual resonance modes from these two metals, strong nearf ield couplingo ft he plasmons,a nd better charge separation and transfer through the interfacea nd inside of the TiO 2 semiconductor. [84] Based on Mie theory,t he coating of am etal with as emiconductor structure can also enhance its SPR interaction with light. [119, 121] Moreover,e mploying as emiconductor with proper band alignment can provide an efficient charge separation at the metalsemiconductor interface. In all the above mentioned heterostructures, the plasmonic NP is fully coated with the semiconductor shell. In this configuration, hot electrons are injected to titania and are involved in photoreduction reactionb ut holes cannott ake place in oxidation reaction, due to sluggish kinetics of this reaction. Wu et al. [133] have developed an ovel wet chemistry synthesis method, as shown in Figure14, to make AuNR-TiO 2 nanodumbbells in which the plasmonic Au is partially coatedw ith TiO 2 .The injection of electrons from Au particle to the TiO 2 shell conducts the reduction process and at the meantime, the chargeb alance is restored through the oxidation reactiono ccurred at the bare surface of Au NR. This has been demonstrated to be much more effective for PEC-WS application comparedt othat of an entirely coated Au NR design. The same methodology hasb een used in aC dS based system. In the proposed study,ahybrid heterostructure of Au-CdS core-shell has been synthesized for this aim. [138] The shell is made of tightly packed 3-5 nm quantum dots coated on a 14 nm Au NP.Owing to its optimizedb and gap and band positions, CdS is an excellent semiconductor for overall water splitting process. However,t he use of this materiali si mpeded due to its lack of photo stability.I nt his design,A uc ore acts as a hole scavenger for the photo generated carriers inside the CdS shell and hinders its corrosion.T his mechanism is not only useful for providing photo stabilityb ut also it introduces a properr oute to separate carriers and reduces their recombination probability.T he resultso ft his paper reveal that hot electron injection due to excitation with av isible light l ! 500 nm, cannotb ea ne ffective way to improve the hydrogen evolution reaction rate. In another study,t his core-shell configuration has been employed on aS rTiO 3 support. [139] As Figure 13 . a) The dependence of the quality factor,LSPR energy and its FWHM on different NP sizes. b) The impact of plasmonic Au NP size on the quality factor and the generated photocurrent densities of the corresponded PEC-WS device.Reproduced with permission from Ref. [121] .Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society. Figure 15 , in this design the electrons follow a pathway from CdS to Au and then from Au to SrTiO 3 where the conduction band of this semiconductor is favorable for H 2 evolution. The clear fact in the aforementioned compositions is that the formation of as hell layer aroundt he metallic core is mainly employed to boost the injectione fficiency of hot electrons. The injection of hot holes can also be modified to a more efficient way using ac o-catalyst such as IrO x.
[129] Figure 16 proves that this OER co-catalyst can mediate the interfacialc harge transfer between electrolyte and surface of plasmonic NPs( gold;d ue to its valence band position located in between). Along with improving the sluggishr eaction rate of the oxidation process, this separation boosts hot electron injectionprocess as well.
Nanostructured Support Scaffolds
One of the most prominentf actorsi nfluencing the overall efficiency of aw ater-splitting cell is the configuration of the support scaffold where plasmonic metal is coated. In at ypical design, metal NPs are attached on ab ulk semiconductor [116, 119, 121, 123, 127, [140] [141] [142] [143] or an insulator, [85, 109, 110] in which in some of the configurations the semiconductor is ap orous structure. [116, 119, 123, 141] In this design configuration, the generated hot electrons are injected into semiconductor layer and transported towardc ounter electrode where the HER takes place. On the otherh and, the OER process is realized on the surface of plasmonic metal. Therefore, the overall PEC-WS strongly dependsonthe surfacearea of the semiconductor and, therefore, ab ulky design (with as mall surface area) is not an efficient choice for the photoanoded esign.M oreover,i nabulk design, fewer particles are loaded on the semiconductor and consequently as maller density of electrons is obtained. Besides these drawbacks, this design does not have the capability to trap the light inside the design and during the light passage through the design, only ap arto fi ncident light is absorbed with the metal NPs. All of these deficiencies are suppressed by employing ap roperly designed nanostructure. An anostructure architecture can be one-dimensional( 1D) such as NWs, [103, 131, 144] NRs, [102, 111, 125, 129, 134, 145, 146] and nanotubes (NTs), [117, 118] or at hree-dimensional (3D) scaffold like branched structures, nanocones,a nd so on. The use of nanostructure support semiconductor scaffold has been the subjecto fm any studies in the fieldo fp lasmonic PEC WS. Ideal solar-to-fuel convertorm ust efficiently harvest sunlight to generates ignificant quantities of long-lived charge carriers necessary for chemicalr eactions. However, as already mentioned, the main limiting factor for this process is the short lifetimes of photo- www.chemphotochem.org 2018 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH &Co. KGaA, Weinheim generated electron-holep airs. The use of these nano designs increases both density of photogenerated carriers and reaction surfacea rea and this in turn leads to conversion efficiency enhancement. In this section, differentn anostructures for PEC-WS application are reviewed.
The use of TiO 2 NW and NR array as the support and Au NP as the plasmonic sensitizer is one the most commonly employed designs for PEC WS. In this Scheme, the semiconductor nanostructure is serveds olely as ac onduit for hot electron transport. This NWs topologyh as been proved to improve PEC performance by decoupling the directions for light absorption and charge transport within the device, while providing an uninterrupted conductive corridorf or chargec arriers to reach the back contact. Under visible light irradiation, Au-TiO 2 heterostructure can create al arge density of photogenerated carriers in which the plasmonic NPsa ct as light harvesting assemblies and transfer the hot electrons into semiconductor design throught he PRET and hot electron injection processes. These hot carriers have lifetimes of one to two orders of magnitude longer than those of TiO 2 generated via UV excitation. [103] This is mainly due to formation of Schottky barrieri nt he metal/ semiconductor interface which impedes electrons back transfer and consequently reduces their recombination rate. [103] Moreover,t his recombination reduction has also been assigned to the surface passivation of semiconductor by using gold NPs. [103, 131] Similar resultsh ave also been reported for ZnO-Au heterostructure. [105, 146] The match-like heterostructure with Au NPs coated on the tip of ZnO NRse xhibits high plasmone nhance light absorption togetherw ith better charges eparation and transport. The current density for this design is found to be 9.11mAcm
À2 at an appliedv oltage of 1V(vs. Ag/AgCl) that was much higherc ompared to that of ap ristine NR array (0.33 mA cm
À2
). [146] Interestingly,i tw as shown that the stability of the design is also improved for the metal coated structure which is am ajor drawback for ZnO based cells. The accumulation of the holes at the ZnO NR resultsi ni ts photocorrosion. However,A uN Ps can efficiently separatee lectrons and holes and consequently reduce surface photocorrosion. The use of nanopencil array of ZnO is another strategy to improve the overall efficiency and stabilityo ft he cell. In this structure, the NR is narrowed to an eedle-like tip where generated carriers need to pass shorterd istance to reacht ot he semiconductorelectrolyte interface. Moreover,t he energy transfer through the PRET process intensifies the electric field intensity in a small part of semiconductor structure. The Au-ZnO nanopencil heterojunction array provides ap hotocurrent of % 1.5 mA cm
at an applied voltage of 1V (vs. Ag/AgCl). [105] Ag microflowers decorated on top of Si microwires were also demonstrated to be an efficient photocathode for water splitting. [144] Therefore, the essential goal of using these nanostructures is to increase the surface areao ft he design.T his can be attained by reducing the NWs radius or increasingt heir density.H owever,t he carrier diffusion length becomes significantly shorter when the radius gets smaller. Ab etter strategy is to use 3D branched structures where smaller and thinner branches are attached to the vertically alignedN Ws. [106, 108] By using this design configuration, not only the surface area and the gold NPs loading increase but also the light harvesting capability of the design is enhanced. Zhang et al. employed Au-ZnO branched nanostructure and obtained ap hotoconversion solar-to-hydrogen efficiency as higha s0 .52 %u nder simulated sunlight illumination. [108] It has been shown that, although the absorbance valuesf or bare ZnO NWs and branched ZnO NWs are quite close to each other,Auloaded samples have much greater visible light absorption capacity compared to that of pristine NWs coatedw ith Au plasmonic particles. Moreover,t he obtained architecture, both the branches and the backbone, are single crystalline structures,w hich make them an excellent transport corridorf or injectede lectrons. As illustrated in Figure 17 , similar findings have been reported for the case of dendritic AuTiO 2 NR arrays. Large surface area, efficient charge separation, and high carrierd ensity (6 times compared to that of bare TiO 2 NR ones) have revealed one of the highest reported photoelectrochemical activities with as olar to hydrogen (STH) efficiency as high as 1.27 %, as shown in Figure 17 b. This heterostructure provides ap hotocurrent of 2.32 mA cm À2 at ap otential of 0V vs. Ag/AgCl, under AM 1.5 Gi llumination (100 mW cm À2 ). [106] Employing nanorod-nanoplatelet hybrid design of ZnO is another design architecture that has been provedf or enhancing the PEC-WS capability of the cell where ap hotocurrent density of 1.17 mA cm À2 is achieved at ab ias value of 0.6 V. [120] The maximum STH efficiency for this design is reached to 0.69 %. In all of thesed esigns, the plasmonic unit is loaded on the surface of nanostructure design and considering the wide band gap of ZnO and TiO 2 ,h ot electron injection is the main mechanism responsible for PEC performance enhancemento ft he cell in the visible portion of the spectrum. In aw ise design,L ie tal. demonstrated that the incorporation of visible light responsive hematite (Fe 2 O 3 )N Rs into ap lasmonic goldn anohole array pattern can significantly substantiate the PEC performance of Figure 17 . The a) design architecture, b) operation principle andc)STH conversion efficiency of abranched TiO 2 nanostructure coatedw ith AuNPs. Reproducedw ith permission from Ref. [106] .Copyright 2013, Royal Societyof Chemistry.
ChemPhotoChem 2018, 2,1 61 -182 www.chemphotochem.org 2018 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH &Co. KGaA, Weinheim the design. [145] It was shown that the incorporation of this plasmonic design can lead to an approximately ten-fold increase in the photocurrent value compared to that of bare hematite NRs. Considering the visible light response of hematite semiconductor,t he proposedp eriodic array of plasmonic nanohole design is responsible for PEC performance enhancementa tt he energy values below the band edge of the hematite NR. Above the band edge, however,t he surface plasmon polaritons launch ag uidedm ode through the length of NRs and this mode gets absorbed inside of it creatingahigh density of electron-hole pairs. Moreover, due to the strong light amplification inside the plasmonic nanohole, an efficient charge carrier separation leads to less recombination. This design provides an efficient strategy to utilize both photonic and plasmonic energy transfer for covering aw ide spectralr egime from UV to NIR. [145] TiO 2 NTsh ave been also shown to be ap romising scaffold for the water splitting. [118] Although all of the above mentioned designsc ould efficiently transfer holes to the semiconductor-electrolyte interface, due to low conductivity (or low mobility) of TiO 2 ,e lectrons collection efficiencyi sr ather low. Therefore, ac ore-shell heterostructure, where the core material is ag ood electron conductor,c ould be ab eneficiary for better charge separation and transport. In ar ecent study,a uthors have fabricated ac ore-shell configuration of aluminum doped ZnO (AZO)-TiO 2 as the semiconductor substrate forA u NPs. [114] Figure 18 ar eveals the preparation route of this design. The proposed multilayer design has been grown on periodic Al nanoconearray as the scaffold. The use of nanocone pattern is not only advantageous for charge separation and transport, but it can also propose ag ood light trapping property,a si t can be clearly revealed from Figure 18 b. The IPCE findings of this study reveal that the enhancement in the PEC performance of the cell in the UV regime is due to optimal density of particles and their strong electric field confinement. However,t he visible response of the system is originated from injection of hot electrons induced by localized surface plasmons. The PEC STH efficiencyo ft his multi-junction design is found to be 0.73 %a talow potential of 0.21 Vv s. RHE. In another innovative design, as showni nF igure 19, Zhang et al. proved the use of coupling surfacep lasmon resonance of gold NPs with slow-photon-effect of TiO 2 photonic crystals for synergistically enhanced PEC water splitting system,i nw hichaSTH efficiency of 0.71 %( at 0.64 Vv s. RHE) was attained, (see Figure 19 b ). [102] As Figure 19 ai llustrates that the proposed structure is made of Au-TiO 2 bi-layer design photoanode fabricatingaTiO 2 photonic crystal (PC) layer throughat emplate-assisteds ol-gel process on aT iO 2 NR array.B ya lternating the characteristic pore size of the TiO 2 PC layer,t he slow photon region at the red edge of the PC band gap can be proposed to overlap with the strong localized surface plasmon resonance( SPR) region of Au NPs. This phenomenon amplifies the SPR effect and consequently,m ore hot electrons are generated and injected into the conduction band of TiO 2 .S urface-textured TiO 2 inverse opal nanonetworks, [128] N-doped TiO 2 bowl nanoarrays, [113] and other novel designsa re examples of the proposed structures for PEC performance improvement of aw ater splitting device. In addition to all of these nanostructures, one of the most frequently used substrates for plasmon induced water splitting is two-dimensional (2D) planar structures. As already mentioned, the generated hot electrons have short diffusion length and can transport for as hort distance before they recombine. Moreover,t he near field coupling is strongo nly at the vicinity of the plasmonic metal which is smaller than couple of tens of nanometers. Therefore, the most efficient part of as emiconductor bulk is itssurface. Taking all of these factors into consideration, a2 Dh igh mobility plane can efficiently extract these hot carriers and transport them into the contact. As illustrated in Figure 20 , employing MoS 2 [104, 147] nanosheets (Figure 20 a-b) and CdSe [112] nanoplatelets (Figure 20 c) are some examples of such designs.
InterfaceEngineering
Fast hot carriers recombination is the main limiting factor on the substantial improvement in ah ot electron driven PEC-WS cell. Therefore, not only the generation of high density of carriers should be satisfied, but also these electrons should be efficiently coupled into transport layer beforet hey get recombined with their conjugate. Therefore, the role of metal-semiconductor interface is significant on the reduction of these carriers recombination. [148, 149] The utilization of as emiconductor interlayer with ap roperb and position and band gap not only offers recombination suppression but it can also generate elec- Figure 18 . The a) preparation route, b) operation principle and electric field distribution, and c) conversion efficiency of periodically designed plasmonic AuNP-loadedn anocones. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [114] .C opyright 2015,Wiley-VCH. tron and hole pairs to boost the photocurrent value of the system.T his has been shown in as andwiched design of ZnOZnS-Au where an ultrathin ZnS layer ( % 4nm) is uniformly wrapped aroundt he ZnO NR structure [111] in ah ydrothermal based synthesis approach (as illustrated in Figure 21 a) . Figure 21 bs chematically explains the impact of ZnS layer on the PEC performance of the multilayer design. The photoconversion STH efficiency of the design reached to am aximum of 0.21 %t hat was 2-fold and 3.5-fold larger compared to ZnO-Au and pristine ZnO photoanodes, respectively.S PR visible light induced hot electrons are injected into ZnS and then they diffuse into ZnO conductionb and. However,t he location of conductionb and of ZnS, which is above that of ZnO, blocks their back reactiona nd thus carriers' recombination is mitigated. Moreover,u nder UV irradiation, this ZnS layer gets activated and directly contributes to the photocurrent enhancement of the PEC device. Similar mechanisms have also been found to be responsible for photocurrent enhancementi nZ nO (NR)-ZnFe 2 O 4 -Au ternary design. [125] However, the difference in this design is the narrow band gap of ZnFe 2 O 4 semiconductor, which makes it active in the visible frequency range (see Figure 22 a,b) . Therefore, this configuration not only impedes carrier recombination but also it can generate carriers,w hich in turn leads to overall photocurrent enhancement. This has been schematically depicted in Figure 22 b. As exhibited in Figure 22 c, by getting advantage from this property,t his design can boost the STH efficiency of the design to av alue of about 0.35, which is relativelyh igher, compared to abovementioned ZnO-ZnS-Au hybrid design. Therefore, utilization of aproper interfaciall ayer can be envisioned as an alternative approach to substantiate the overall activity of aP EC-WS design. Ac omparison of the performances (includingc onditions investigated) of different plasmonic-enhanced photoelectrodes for PEC-WS is presented in Ta ble 1.
Conclusions and Outlook
Drivenb yt he current growingc oncern about globalc limate change and the depletion of fossil fuels, hydrogen (H 2 )i sc onsidered to be an attractive energy carrierc ompared to hydrocarbonss ince it has the highest gravimetric energy density (140 mj kg
À1
)a nd zero carbon emission. Although the production of hydrogen via solar light driven water splitting has a betteri mpact on the environment, the generation of hydrogen is not the only aim for modern photoelectrochemical water [147] c) Schematicr epresentation of electrona nd hole transfer in AuNP-loadedC dSe nanoplatelets. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [112] .Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society. splitting (PEC-WS)s ystems. Researchers are still tacklings ome fundamental problems related to the materials electiona nd mechanisms of photosynthetic systems. This Reviewa ttempted to scrutinize the concept and technological development toward plasmon-driven PEC-WS, which has been the subject of intensivem ultidisciplinary research in recent years. Ther ecent strategies based on plasmon-mediated energy transfer are categorized into three classifications as the nanoplasmonic unit (shape, size, composition, and so on), nanostructured support scaffold,a nd interface engineering.I ne ach section, we highlighted the main function of each strategy and its major impactso nc ell performancee nhancement. The whole picture of all the strategies serves one ultimatea im, which is to harvest the solar spectrum efficiently in order to enhancep hotocurrent (up to around1 0mAcm À2 )a tl ow or no applied bias. The main figure of merit forahot-electron-driven water splitting system is, in fact, to maximize the STH efficiency of the cell. Thee xcitation of hot electrons in the metal-semiconductor Schottkyj unction,i fdesigned properly,c an propose several advantages to boost overall absorption: 1) Facilitating below band gapa bsorption by the mediation of electron transfer from the VB to the CB; 2) Increasing the inherenta bsorption capacity of the semiconductor by the excitation of localized surface plasmons in the semiconductor/metal interface using an ear-field coupling; 3) Reducing electron/hole pair recombination by offering more efficient spatial chargeseparation due to high electric field amplitudes in the interface; 4) Increasing reaction rate of PEC cell through the introduction of propere nergetic locations to mediate carriers transfer; 5) Providing ah igh chemicals tabilityd ue to non-corrosive and non-oxidant nature of noble metals.
For scale-upa nd long-term usage of plasmonic metal nanostructures combined with semiconductors, high conversion efficiency,h igh photo (and chemical) stability, and cost-effectiveness are still at the top of the "wanted list". In light of these demands, severalp oints need to be pursued for further understanding to enhance the light absorption in water splitting system forthe future applications; 1) Innovations in material architecture fore fficient and broadband light harvesting in whichm ost of the solar spectrum from UV to NIR can be employedf or carriers generation. Mixed-metal oxides, perovskites (ABO 3 ), non-oxide narrow band gap semiconductors, and2 Dm aterials such as graphene and transition metal oxides, combined with earthabundant metals such as Al and Cu or alloyed noble metals or up-conversion nanocrystals can be used to extenda bsorption. For substantial performance enhancement, they shouldalso be coupled with optimized performance co-catalysts. 2) Plasmonics is av ersatile technique to manipulate light in the entire solar spectrum,a nd considering the ultrafastk ineticso fh ot electron injection, ad eep understanding of the kinetics of interfaciale lectron and hole transfer in photoactive plasmonic materials is necessary.T his suggests that hot electrons act as am ediator for the conversion of solarenergy to chemicalenergy. 3) To synthesize them with high-throughput, long-term stability and precise control for obtaining different geometries and compositions, defect chemistry,c orrosion and surface sciences should be encouraged as well as (photo)electrochemistry.I na ddition, in the purity and toxicityi ssues (i.e. metal release), environmental chemistry and green chemistry are also parto ft his research when it becomes commercial. 4) For the best choice of materiala nd nanostructuring, fast theoretical studies and characterization techniques should be conducted and more exploration. 5) Newlye merged PEC configurations integrated by photovoltaics and electrolysers are ab ig step for water splitting technology toward commercialization. In this case, engineersa nd materials scientists shouldb ee ncouraged to work together for designing ah ighlye fficient solar water splitting systems. 6) To some extent standardization is necessaryt oe liminate the efficiency discrepancies stemming from experimental set-ups, conditions, and light sources.
